The Preferred Right that recognized in Housing Lease Protection Act Article 8 Paragraph 1 is a legal security right. The case of a small tenant whose security deposit is less than a specific sum of money to lease housing, he can get preferential payment about his a specific sum of money of security deposit in an auction procedure. Like this the Preferred Right can protect the homeless commoner also it ignores the existing legal system. But the Preferred Right has the right function that contribute to stability of homeless people's housing, on the other hand, it has the adverse function that damages to several interested parties in an auction procedure by using legal
I. Introduction
In order to the basic residential life of human, the most essential requirement is home. In most developed countries, the protection for tenants is being conducted as in terms of social welfare that country guarantees the human life to the people. However, the reality has become serious social problem. Due to the tyranny and wrong behavior of landlord who is economical strong the tenant who economic and social weak always being forced the landlord's unreasonable demands regardless of his decision. And harmed cases are occurred frequently.
Meanwhile, due to aging, nuclear families, urbanization and surged real estate's price in some areas, in the short term, our current society will be difficult to solve the housing problems. Also the leases market is more likely to grow, it cannot be ruled out. To protect the tenant who social weak, the Housing Lease Protection Act is indispensable special act for the at least legal guarantee of the tenants.
Thus, the small tenants can receive the portion of his own bond priority than other mortgagee in an auction process by Civil Enforcement Act or National Tax 
Ⅱ. Review the Advanced Research
The Economy is more difficult, the more difficult 
The Legal Characteristics of Preferred Right
The About the corresponding point of a small tenant, the confrontation between the view that when dividend then [9] and when seizure then [10] . But So, rental housing must transfer to a purchaser [21] , this opinion is about deposit of dividend.
Requisites for Preferred Right

The Effect of Preferred Right
About this, Looking at the practice and precedent, the Security Deposit mortgage the tenant's most debt, and surplus money is contained too.
Collecting the deposit for lease and do not returning rental housing, it makes impossibility the security for claim. So, returning rental housing is essential.
Problems and Improvements of the Preferred Right
The Problems
In the Constitutional Court First, extent of the deposit and amount of first preferential payment which eligible for Preferred they should be measured higher to fit the reality.
The Improvements
Ⅳ. Conclusions and Recommendations
And should be applied subdividing by each region.
Second, if two or more tenants are in one house and they live together, shall be calculated the deposit by regarded them as each tenant.
Third, exercise of Preferred Right by small tenant should change the law to protect every tenant those who must receive deposit safely and without request for distribution.
Fourth, if subtenant receives the house and finished moving-in notification, subtenant will acquire opposing power and be protected as a top priority. And the Preferred Right must be made a revision, based on the subtenant.
